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violate all the traditions of shikar ; instead of break-
ing cover on the left of the guns, in front of my
machan, she had turned aside and fallen to the
Maharaja's rifle.
Meantime the aspect of the garden had com-
pletely changed. Now over it there brooded a dim
twilight, misted with golden shadows, and the old
fortress seemed to have grown larger, doubling its
dark bulk in the flawless mirror of the lake. Be-
tween a saffron sky and the dun grassland the trees
on the far bank etched the horizon with grey
filigree : a Corot landscape, touched with Eastern
colour by a string of passing camels.
It was a stuffy, ceremonious function. An array
of little chairs was set out in a semicircle round us,
their Louis XVI spindle-shanks boring into the soft-
turf ; on these the military members of the suite
sat stiff as ramrods. The Maharaja, all geniality,
called them up to him, chatted with them familiarly,
but there was no making them unbend. The dif-
ference of caste kept them, socially speaking, at
arm's length from their sovereign, and any attempt
at closer contact intimidated them. The prince's
efforts to put them at their ease by treating them as
equals were for them a veritable torture. They
were used to being ordered about by him, not to
being chaffed, and when their sovereign accosted
them one after the other with jocular remarks, the
great bearded fellows stammered inaudible answers,
dropped their eyes bashfully like timid schoolgirls.
After some vain attempts the prince gave it up
as a bad job. In any case tea had been replaced
by now with whisky, and a troupe of musicians sit-
ting on the ground before him had begun to play
some of his latest compositions. Wholly intent on
the music, he rapped out orders correcting their

